THE POMPADOUR
EDITORIAL
This is the first Belfast edition of the Battalion Newsletter,
'THE POMPADOUR'.
and Tac HQ.

It contains news from each of the four companies, Echelon

There are photographs, some excellent cartoons and contributions

from individuals.

Most of it is light-hearted comment on a serious situation,

for that is the way the British Soldier, traditionally, recounts his experiences.
The Lower Palls and our new area the City Centre, policed by 'B' Company,
are now relatively quiet after the gun battles centred around the Divis Plats
complex.

Our casualties are all making progress and most have been moved to

the Musgrave Park Hospital where there is a military wing.

You can be assured

that they are well looked after and regularly visited.
We would welcome contributions from any source for inclusion in the next
edition.

Cartoons, which are reproduced by Gestetner, should be drawn on

white, plain, foolscap in black ink for a satisfactory result.

SSgt LEMONOFIDES*

and Cpl WRINGE's cartoons are a good example of the ideal drawings for the
line cutting process.

Negatives of photographs for our four page spread are

equally welcome.
Thanks go to all contributors for this edition and we look forward to
seeing your future efforts.

Editor

2Lt Nicholas Edwin HULL

Nick HULL was Born on 1st October 1950 in Bow, London; he was killed
in the Divis Flats area of Belfast on 16 April 1972 by a sniper's bullet.
He came from Ampthill in Bedfordshire and was educated at Luton Grammar
School and Luton Sixth Form College.

He joined the Royal Armoured Corps in

November 1969 and gained a Short Service Commission from Mons Officer Cadet
School in February 1971.

He joined the 3rd Battalion on being commissioned

and took over command of 2 Platoon A Company.

A few days before he was

killed, his platoon won the Inter Platoon Competition 1972.
Nick was a fun loving extrovert and immensely popular with officers and
men alike.
energy.

He was always cheerful and gay, and had a ready wit and much

He is sadly missed by all who knew him.

We extend our deepest

sympathy to his mother, Mrs PM Hull, and to his brother who is serving with
the 2nd Battalion.

BAWMSKERS OVER THUR
As a guide to English soldiers who may wish to acquire a working knowledge of
the language here, in order that they can more speedily strike up a friendship
with our beautiful Belfast birds, we list here a few useful words:
PEGS - Cigarettes.

Example; "I forgot to bring ma fags out !"

TAWKENS - Coins used on buses.

Useful phrase when confronted by conductor?

"Have ye any tawkens?"
WODDER - H20.

Useful phrase:

"Can I have a glass of wodder, please?"

MORDENWOT - Best illustrated by examples

"The car park attendant at the City

Hall’
s getting thirty bob a week mordonwot we are".
BAWMSKER - Daily occurrences

"There's a bawmsker at Woolworth’
s to-day".

HER - This does not refer to the female of the human species, as you might think,
but to a small animal similar to a rabbit controversially used in the coursing of
greyhounds.
GIVIMIZ JEW - An unusual type of Hebrew.

Example:

"I'll givimiz Jew - 'e knows

what 'e's doing."
YERDA - Fathers

"Yerda's a binman".

NANE - 9
AW EYE - Yes, indeed.
NAH - Immediately!

"Do it nah".

ARZ - Belonging to us:

"That mop is arz".

STIRS - Stairs.
STERN - Gazing intently - "That wee man's bin s t e m at us since 'e come in".
BIN - Been.
ERR - Air.

Example:

"The Londonderry Err" (tune identical to 'Danny Boy').

HARD - Chiefly used in referring to an English regiment:

"The Green Hards".

THUR - "Thur 'e is over thur".
WHIRR - Nothing to do with propellers

"Whirr did 'e go?"

-oOoThe RSM has moved from his allotted accommodation.

He is convinced that,

had he stayed, he would have been blown up!
-oOoOn 14th April, Captain Menage wrote half a letter to Miss Lesley Lodemore
in the Ops Log by mistake.

Bde HQ has asked for more.

M iss Anglia

Extracts from a letter from M iss Anglia:
T o The I.R .A . (T h e Irresistible Royal A n g lica n s)
Having n o w returned to E ngland after m y short, b u t exciting stay in G erm any, I w ish to thank you m ost sincerely
fo r m aking m y stay at Paderborn so enjoyable.
You obviously put a lot of hard w ork into the preparation for m y visit, a tw o day visit I shall not forget.
S o m uch kindness was shown towards m e from the officers and other ranks, especially the vary brave young man
w h o let m e loose at the controls of an A . P
.C .
I d o hope e veryone will get a chance to read and m ake aeroplanes out of m y letter.
Th a n k you all for a super tw o days and good luck in Ireland.
LE S LE Y L O D E M O R E .
M IS S A N G L IA .

Sgt

Jim W illock checking the cricket results already.

Sergt Fox worried about the next PRE

A

new

G eorge Best— Jim m y watched b y Ptes.
Stanojevic, James and Hammond.

Th at w a s n 't the pay rise we had in m ind,

CpI. Rosenhead

W h #t are you ,laughing , t L./Cpl. Br.zan

Rtckson.

CpI. " Jo e D a v is" Butts warm ing up tor his m atch againat
the 2fC?

BATTALION HEADQUARTERS
TELEPRINTER BANTER BETWEEN LISBURN COMMUNICATIONS CENTRE STAFF AND
SGT 'CRACKED UP' GRAHAM
Lisburn:

LOLOLOLOLOLOLOLO

Bn HQ:

Wot

Lisburn:

And have a poem called The Belfast Lament that you might like??

Bn HQ:

Please

Lisburn:

Roger, ere it is
We're over here to keep the peace
Shootings and riots that never cease
Patrolling the streets in pig or rover
Up all hours, work that's never over
Big stores burn with an acrid scent
Being all part of the Belfast Lament.
0

-

-

Dodging bullets bombs and bricks
Finding out all their dirty tricks
Bombs being thrown just anywhere
Mind the innocent, who's to care
Why worry about the money that's spent,
It's all part of the Belfast Lament.
-

0

-

Soldiers dying for a forgotten cause
Never a dull moment, never a pause
Never a let up, never the time
For writing letters, dropping mothers a line
Soldiers in Ireland people resent Another part of the Belfast Lament.
-

0

-

Not all the people here are bad
Just the few stark staring mad
This place is not what it seems
Some have sense and some have dreams.
But people now see what is meant
When we soldiers say The Belfast Lament.
Bn H Q :

LOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLO

Lisburn:

Yes

Bn H Q :

For the operator called Mack from Sgt G :
Are you the bloke who found the time
To send out verse along our line,
If you are please take note
In fourteen days I'm on a boat.
Unfortunately I'm not named Jack,
In fourteen days I must come back.
-

0

-

Your lament is read with apprehension
It tells of things we never mention.
This teleprinter is given kicks,
Can it really reply with bombs and bricks?
-

0

-

Driving one mad and attacking sleep
Spewing paper four feet deep.
All these things one expects
But you did not tell us 'Don bullet-proof vests'.
-

0

-

Your morale is clearly on the wane
Perhaps you should not call again.
To spare us from your tales of woe
Please pull the plug and off you go.
-

0

-

Take local leave with our blessing
We won't 'split' that you are missing.
A week in Belfast 'relaxing and shopping'
Should cool your nerves something shocking.
-oOoBOXING
Pte MAXWELL fights L PAUL i n the Amateur Boxing Association Finals.
The 2IC is terrified - but will pull rank if Maxwell does not pull his
punches.
-oOoTHE DIVIS TOWER
He was in Sangar 2, elbows resting on the sandbags, holding binoculars to his
eyes.

He remained like that for a long time, motionless, save for deliberate

sweeps to right and left along the nineteen floors of The Divis Tower.
Then, with astonishment, he yelled, "There's one"
"One what"? I asked.
"One window unbroken", he said.

TAC HQ, OPS ROOM BIRD NOISES
From the land of Kestrel and Seagull and without wishing to shoot the
guano too much, here comes the first of a dynamic series of extracts from
life at the hub of Hastings.
Kestrel is delighted to have his own appointment title, but when he
looked it up in the dictionary the definition didn’
t seem so good - KESTREL "A small high flying bird of prey" - dead right, he spends most of the time
on the ceiling praying everything will go OK.
The definition of Seagull was "A noisy sea bird" - at least that is what
it said in the dictionary we referred to.
Since our arrival in Belfast we have made a number of structural alterations including the application of a virginal white wall - w e like it anyway.
What we haven't got yet is a driving wheel in the centre seat which the 2IC
insists should be a permanent fixture.
We have received some interesting incident reports already;

one person

who shall remain nameless but is 2IC of Sp Coy, came up over the ether on
16 April and told us that "There is a crowd ofelderly youths walking down
the street".

He’
s getting t o o old.

We also like Sp Coy NIREPS - Serial BRAVO - "see Bn Log."

It's nice to

know we're trusted.
Now that we have been here a few days our geography has improved
dramatically.

Without hesitation one can point to Divis Flats and Selby St -

always assuming one doesn't impale oneself on the 4, 325 pins which are on the
map.
Talking of maps and markings, Acorn has now realised that boundaries are
not something to do with cricket - may he be covered in confusion and fablon.
Ac orn minor isn't much more he|p; he's been trying for a week now to BL R
an

I N T S U M .

No time for anymore, too busy working at my 11½

first% you put the

figure you first thought of over 100, multiply it by 23 over 2 then turn it
upside d o w n - relief, relief, a call on the radios
EAUVER".

Well who can that be I wonder?

"Hullo M Ø this is U11,

WHAT S IN A NAME?
From the vary hour in which we took over operational responsibility for the
Divis/Lower Fails area,

all hell has been let loose.

In one week,

we have had

504 rounds flood at us, not to mention nail bombs, blast bombs and tons of stones
and bottles.
Contrary to the news media, this is not due to the death of Joe McCann; nor
to the- political initiative; nor,to any change in IRA policy.

It is due simply

to the fact that most Roman Catholics here know us as The Anglican Regiment;
they are convinced that we are 'Jim the Hymn's Own'.
As we arrived, on 11 April, the Official IRA distributed 35,000 leaflets in
the Divis Flats saying, "Those are the Anglians, they have come to kill you".
Not to be outdone, the Provisional IRA distributed, on the next day, 90,000
leaflets saying. "These are the Anglicans; they havecome to

convert you". Is

it

any wonder that we have entered a hornet's nest?
The ignorance of the national and local Press does not help the matter.

A

survey of Press clipping's made by 'Scissors' - the PRO reveals that we have been
referred to as:3rd Anglicans
Anglians
Anglican Regt
Anglian Regt
3rd Bn Anglian Rsgt
3rd East Anglian Regt
R ANGLIANS
Royal Anglians
Royal Anglicans
The A

n

g

l

i

c

a

n

s

;

East Anglicans
East Anglians
3rd Anglians
3 Royal Anglian
In spite of frantic efforts by the PRO we have never once been called ’
3rd
The Royal Anglian Regiment'.

One daily newspaper which shall be nameless but

whose Defence Correspondent is Mr Richard COX, does not mention us at all - even
when listing factual information such as units in Northern Ireland from BAOR.
But what *s in a name?
else does.

The Pompadours know who they are, even if no-one

The weather at Sennelager Stadium was overcast with a blustery wind for the
BACR Infantry Cup Final on Saturday between The Pompadours and 1 Queens Own
Highlanders. The considerable crowd was entertained by the band of The Pompadours
prior to the game who played a selection of lively tunes.
The play was no less lively. Indeed it opened at a very fast pace with both
sides giving nothing away and for the first ten minutes there were no real scoring
chances.Following this
time of testing for both sides, the Queens Own Highlanders
were the
firstto attack through some ball wizardry by No 11,
TOPPING, the ball
floating dangerously across the face of the goal but eventually palmed away by
Northrop, The Pompadours' keeper. At the other end Farnham figured prominently in
setting up two attacks which came to nothing. Several goal forays were now being
launched by both sides as the game opened out. Dymond, playing well in the Anglian
defence cut out one good goal chance and a few minutes later Thurston cleared off
the line
aftergood work by Geddes and Mullen.
There was little to separate the two teams at this stage
but the Pompadours
eventually hit the "gravy trail", when after half an hour following a bout of
immaculate passing by Goodwin and Murton, FARNHAM received the ball twenty five
yards out on the left. An he cut in towards goal, it did not seem possible that
he would be able to force his way through a packed defence. However, the ball must
have been lashed to his boot for despite being heavily obstructed he forced in a
low drive past the advancing goalkeeper. Two minutes later with plenty of space
in which to work the ball, Farnham found COOMBS who was going through like a tank.
His drive into the loft hand corner was a copy of that by Farnham.
The second period saw 1 Queens Own Highlanders, although facing a two goal
deficit, adopting a policy of "never say die" and they kept pressing. For some
time play tended to be rather scrappy although both goalkeepers were kept busy.
A. free kick by Irving was scrambled off the line by goodness knows who,, there
were so many boots, Northrop did a fantastic juggling act with the ball but was
unable to hold it and was glad in the end to settle for a c o m e r which came to
nothing. Here the game livened up a bit with the Pompadours taking the initiative
a little more and after good work by Jephcote, Coombs flicked just wide
of the
post. The Scotsmen were still pressing to try and reduce the arrears and Geddes
shot just wide after being put through by Matheson. At this stage under the
constant pressure The Pompadours were glad to give away three comers.
However, it was all over in the 88th minute. Jephcote received a ball well
inside his own half on the right wing and took off like a greyhound heavily
policed by Cairnes. Seconds later Jephcote was tumbling over like a shot rabbit
and the referee awarded a free kick just inside the bye line and about ten yards
out. Jephcote himself took this, to his credit very quickly, and floated it
perfectly to COOMBS who was lurking just inside the box. Coombs hardly moved as
the ball fairly rocketed from his foot into the back of the net.
That was the final score, 3 - 0 to the POMPADOURS. A good .game played in
the right spirit, twenty-two players giving of their best. It would be difficult
to select personalities but Coombs must be selected for his two goals and also
Freddie Dymond for his tireless work in the back line. For 1 Queens Own
Highlanders certainly Mullen and Geddes with Topping always a grafter.
Finally to thank the referee, Ssgt Angus, who handled the game well, stamping
his authority on it firmly but unobtrusively.

SO YOU THINK YOU GOT TROUBLES ?
.... Then you haven't lived!

Here you are enjoying this beautiful Irish weather,

living in the lap of luxury, eating like princely lords, and occasionally being
invited out to witness some bonfire night fireworks.

To cap it all, you are given,

actually give, extra clothing to wear in order to keep you warm.
life!!

What a luverly

But soldiering, real soldiering, is not made of this stuff.

Oh n o ! Very

few of us have been called on to do a stint of that, and we've 'adsum, Haven't we
Chalk 9?

I refer, of course, to the Gutersloh Campaign.

For 6 weary hours we

defended not only 3 AD buses, but also our sanity and the smirks and jeers of
incoming GLOSTERS.
broken promises.

On top of all this our spirits were continually assailed with
"Half an hour", "No, an hour", "Sorry, it’
ll be 1415 hours".
the fact

that we,

WE mark you, were played ontothe

aeroplane by the Band and

then had

to creep

off unheard and u n s u n g well!

How much can a soldier take?

Nevertheless, bloodied but unbowed, we stuck

our guns and maintained a

vigil in

.

When you add to even this

to

those long dark, desperate hours.

Wo have recently heard from very high authority that a medal is to be struck
for the Gutersloh Campaign.

The ribbon will be of Air Force Blue, tinged blood

red and in the centre what is known as a "Barkby Rampant", it is also heavily
spiked.

It will be worn on the right fist only on any Royal Air Force ceremonial

parades to which we may be invited.
-oOoDesigns for flak jackets for members of the WRAC are required.
be awarded for the most practical one.

A prize will

Comfort will be taken into consideration.

-oOoA friend of mine was in the Navy during the War.

Not being equipped with any

anti-submarine weapons his captain still managed to claim four U-Boats.
When he thought there was one in the area he used to steam slowly in circles
spraying green paint over the surface of the sea.

The U-Boat captain would put

his periscope up and the lens would get covered with paint, causing the captain
to think he was too far submerged.
slowly up.

He would then tell his helmsman to keep going

When he reached 400 feet my friends ship would shoot him down with

its anti-aircraft guns..

A COMPANY IN NORTHERN IRELAND
2 PLATOON
Hello••everybody - these are just a few short notes to let everyone who
can't be here with us know how things are in Northern Ireland.
Although most of us have only been here for about two weeks at the time
of writing, there are'a fair number of war stories under strict preparation
and editing.

These of course will only be told to a properly admiring audience

and under the right conditions.
One piece of good news that followed us from more peaceful days in
Pader b o m were the results of the Inter Platoon Competition, which allow us
to reclaim the first prize.

We are now waiting with bated breath for the CO

to come and present our prizeto us, and the OC to
made

keep his promise (foolishly

in writing) to come and buy us a drink when the prizes are presented.
As the days pass very quickly out here we are gradually seeing several

characters' develop, some of the more noted are mentioned here:
"WARRY" ORTON - who sleeps with ear plugs in and both eyes open.
"SWEETY" PRESCOTT - who sleeps with one eye open.
"DIM DUM" MARTIN - who launches a gas attack on the platoon nightly he takes his boots off.
KEITH "UNITED" NATION(S)

- who says ho is not happy with the IRA barbers,
their combs travel too fast!

(Anyone know the

muzzle velocity of a standard M1 Carbine round?).
"HAPPY JIM" KEVEREN - from 1 GLOSTERS, who stayed on with us to complete
his tour.

"LUCKY FELLA!"

"MAD MAC McCARTER" - our renegade modic who for this tour anyway, has
stopped 'Mending 'em’and started 'Bending 'em'.
The football crazy "TERRIBLE TWINS", Cpls Allan "OLLIE" Dent and
Paul "TURNIP" Thurston are to bo congratulated on their resounding success
along with the rest of the battalion team in the Infantry Cup F inal.
...........

/

As OLLIE has now returned to UK once again - this time for R & R, he
really must be in the lead in the Platoon for the GOLDEN PART-TIMER award.
Among our new friends we really must make mention of the delightful young
ladies of DIVIS. Those sweet young things (aged 12 - 18 years) are the
Cheerleaders of the IRA Supporters Club, and they occasionally meet to
entertain us with a musical evening of considerable talent - the only problem
being that we have to plug the ears of some of our younger members, the CSM,
"Roy B" being heard to complain that even he hadn't heard some of the swear
words before, and he wished to learn them first before he became outclassed!
It is with great pleasure that all ranks congratulate Cpl WILKINS on his
well deserved promotion to Sgt, and respectfully remind him that he hasn't
yet bought the beer.
It only remains for us to send our best wishes to all the people who we
are separated from and to tell them how much we miss them and look forward to
seeing them again.

-0O 0Whilst sat in her favourite chair, the Duchess of Lengthford called her
butler:
"Grimbling" she said, "Come here and take off my dress... ..... now the
rest of my clothes"
When this was done, Grimbling asked, "Is there anything else, Madam?"
"Yes" replied the Duchess, "don't let me see you with them on again!"
-0O 0A man was arrested yesterday trying to make a hole in the wall of Sunnysands
Nudist Camp.

The police are now looking into it.
-0O 0-

Feed your parrot on the new parrot food - POLLYFILLER.

DIARY OF A MAN LIVING IN DIVIS TOWER
27 APRIL 1972

2030hrs

As I was going up to bed (which takes me about 5 minutes because
I'm old and I've been shot twice and its a long way) I noticed
a car break down in the middle of Divis Street just opposite
my tower.

2045hrs

I noticed a man in a beret and dirty coloured jacket looking
at the car

2100hrs

A securicor type vehicle drove past the car in a suspicious
manner.

2145hrs

from Hastings Street.

But no one touched the car.

Gunmen occupied parts of the flats near me (I'm used to this)
then a man called Seagull started ordering people out of their
flats - he didn't get up to where I live because he has
limited means which don't stretch too far.

2230hrs

The securicor wagon reappeared and started interfering with
people and traffic in Divis Street.

Fortunately most of them

were drunk by this tine so they didn't mind.
2245hrs

A cat-like

man came and looked at the broken-down car.

2300hrs

This man started tampering with the car.
at it (the first one must have missed)

He then fired two shots
The car caught fire which

seemed to please him.
2330hrs

The fire brigade put the fire out.

MIDNIGHT.

They are still at it.
the fire brigade away.

0015hrs

A man in a beret and a moustache is driving
The fire is out.

The cat-like man opens fire on the car again (he hasn't heard of
minimum force)

It catches

fire again.

0045hrs

The fire engine puts the fire out.

0050hrs

The man in a moustache and beret again drives the fire engine away.

0055hrs

The cat-like man went away after looking very carefully at his
handywork.

0057hrs

The man in a moustache and beret towed the car away to an
unknown destination.

0100hrs

The last of the gunmen left our area.

I didn't offer them a

cup of tea.
0130hrs

An AA patrol arrived and was obviously looking for the broken
down car.

It was only then that I realised that I must be seeing

things.

-oOoINTERNAL SECURITY SHOOT (CLASSIFICATION)

Practice
Number
1

.

Number of

Type of Target

Range

Exposure Remarks

1 x Block of Flats

100

Daylight Target to

8 Stories x 100m

metres

Rounds
Optional

be stationery.

2

Optional

1

x Tower 18Stories

Anytime

x 60m

Target to
be lowered
and razed

3

One

Human Foot

All day

This applies only
to RCT
ATTACHED

______ _______________________________________________________________________ personnel
STANDARDS:

FOOTNOTES

Marksman

=

3 hits

1st Class Shot

=

2 hits

2nd Class Shot

=

1 hit

Fail

=

?

Any RCT personnel successfully achieving a hit under the
conditions in Practice 3 will be graded Marksmen.

3 Platoon
Lcpl Samson and Cpl Amor are not now allowed to sit in the front of a pig
together

The reasons for this are twofold.

complain of not being able to see out

Firstly, the men in the back

of the front windows .

Secondly, how on

earth can a pig function properly with both rear wheels raised clear of the ground?

A complaint was received recently from a well-to-do mother about soldiers
swearing whilst on patrol around the Divis Flats.

The woman feared that if the

swearing continued, it might eventually spread to the children!!
A big cheer was heard from the 3 Platoon room when the men heard that pay
restrictions have been lifted.

One person was heard to say that you can't

support yourself and two woman all on £3 a week.
Conversation between Lcpl Tomlin and Pte Goodfellow whilst on guards
Tomlin

:

"If someone throws a nail bomb at you - take your flack
jacket off and lie on the bomb, because we don't want
to ruin any flack jackets".

Goodfellow

: "Don't be silly, by the time I've got it off the bomb
would have blown me to bits".

Whenever playing chess, Pte La Pierre insists on being black.

And on the

subject of chess, Sgt Randall-Wood was heard to say "If ever I play one of the
lads I like to give them a chance, so I play left-handed".

B COMPANY NEWS
4 Platoon
The 4 Platoon military mushrooms have arrived and hit the Clonard.

A

quick rundown of some of the platoon characters will probably explain our
activities as well as any:Cpl Andy Sutton is a very second rate lift operator and the residents of
Divis Tower must have thought he was trying to break the world record for
the number of people y 6u can fit into one lift.
Lcpl Bennet has been in the highest swimming pool in Belfast.

Actually,

it was a water tank on the top of Divis Tower. W e have not yet received
any complaints of contaminated water.
Mr Smith is a TV star and has declined suggestions to shave his moustache
off and start again.
Congratulations too must go to Pte Devaney for remembering to take the
telephone with him when he sank to the floor in his sangar as he came
under fire.
Congratulations also to Cpl Avieson for not getting lost on his sewer
patrol, unlike Pte Turner who, after 10 days here, still loses his way
to the toilet.
Lcpl Pease seems to have an attraction for dogs and a fascination for
explosive devices which his platoon commander does not share.
Cpl Lancaster is famous for getting blown over backwards by explosions and
getting up like a bear with a sore head.

Of all the clangers we have

dropped he undoubtedly comes top of the pops with;
Having tea in a Protestant house while on the advance party with
1 GLOSTERS.
Ladys

"You two with the new cap badge don't seem to be drinking or
eating much".

Cpl Lancaster:

"Ah! You wait till the rest of our rebels get here.

Oops, that was the wrong word! "

The greatest new experience goes to Pte Pulfree- who had never been in a
lift until he went to Divis Tower.
The most amusing incident so far:

the expression on Cpl Lancaster's face

after a milk bottle had nearly hit him (rumour has it that should the
bottle thrower be caught,Cpl Lancaster intends to sue for defamation of
character).
Pte Dowell is the biggest 'sniffer' in the platoon.

He has not forgotten

being ordered to smell a bottle of sour milk to check it was not full of
petrol.
As a platoon we say hard luck to Ptes Rogerson and Harbottle, while we
would hate to suffer your injuries we envy your present location - all those
birds!!

We hope you progress well and look forward to seeing you back in the

platoon.

- 0O 0-

The barber was at C Company all day to-day and will return tomorrow to do another
officer!

-0O 0-

Q.

Why do elephants never forget?

A.

Because nobody tells them anything.

Platoon
The coming to Belfast was for 5 Platoon almost a home from home, what with
an Irish Catholic Platoon Commander and Sergeant, and sundry others hailing
from the Emerald Isle,.

However there is no truth in the rumours that we are

all volunteering for a two year posting, or that we are going to join the IRA
i n a n advisory role.
D u r i n g

t he "Divis Flats" battle in which the platoon added its small

c o n t r i b u t i o n , Spider Magee and Swannie Waters achieved their aim in life — to
fire a shot in anger. 'The SIB would like to thank them for the three hours
paperwork this entailed!
The Platoon Commander found out who h i s friends are when, encouraged by
the customary IRA hardware whistling around his ears, he ran from Pig to Pig
trying to find somebody to take him in.
Sergeant Paddy Hughes is now spending all his time denying rumours that
he has been seen in the disco,

Ive think he must -be afraid of someone!!!

Heard from Cpl Steve Sealey before going down the storm drains:
"Hullo Mike 2 this is Mike 22 Charlie.
All the

SMERGING now.'

Over".

bachelors are busy combing and preparing their locks in preparation

for our move into: the City Centre . Secretary Birds beware, you have been
w a r n e d .
Seen in the Cupar Street Sangar:
; Join the Army and see the World.
'Join the IRA and see the Underworld.

6 Platoon
The move from BAOR went without a hitch.
Mill we were shown to the accommodation.

On arrival at North Howard Street

After climbing numerous stairs we

came to a notice saying "Stop here for two hours acclimatisation before
continuing your journey to the top".

At first sight of the accommodation a

great cry went up of "What the $"©/£?& hell is this, a battery shed?"
We were given 30 minutes to dump our kit and get ready to go out on patrol.
We spent the rest of the day being shown around our area by the advance party.
Particular notice was taken of those houses where you could get a good cup of
'char'.
The platoon has now settled down to a daily routine and all that can be
heard is Sgt 'Petal's' voice calling "Where's Flicker and Ollie?".

You can even

hear it down at the charwallahs!
Whilst in the Divis Flats area Pte 'Lightfoot' Clarke thought he could
walk across glass roofs and proved he couldn't.
Most of the platoon have found themselves a girlfriend to dance with at
the company disco amongst other things, like doing the dhobi!!!
On arrival here we were given things called 'sheets' and 'pillow slips',
and apart from the obvious things they can be used for (like polishing boots
and drying plates) we are still looking for other uses for them.

Readers

suggestions would be welcomed and should be addressed to:
6 Platoon
B Company
3 R ANGLIAN
BFPO 801.
Pte 'BIRO' Smee came into a fortunes worth of biros given to him by the
locals.

He says he has enough to keep the platoon supplied for the four months

we are here.
Pte 'Combs' Cowan has bought himself a special comb to comb his sideburns.
We haven't got the heart to tell him that the barber comes in on Mondays.
Instead we shall have to give him a strong sedative one hour before the barber
arrives (partly to prevent 'Combs' from ambushing him on his way in).

The platoon wish 2/Lt 'Rugby' Chisnall a speedy recovery and they all
would like to visit him in the Royal Victoria Hospital - just to get at the
fruit and 'choccy bars' before they all disappear.

-0 O 0-

Dear Sir,
According to a local lady there is only one Pig in Lower Palls, and that
is OC C Coy.

I do not believe that an officer and gentleman of his calibre

can be spoken of in this manner and I deplore such a remark, knowing both the
parties concerned and being completely unbiased myself.

I feel she should be

rebuked for making such a malicious statement.
CSM C Coy
NOTE; Confidential Report on CSM C Coy will be forwarded.
-oOoPte HARE of C Coy, a well known expert on the smaller tribes of Africa, has
been fortunate enough to find a pygmy on the 'Reservation'.

Short in height,

she is not very tall, and while talking to her in a short but exclusive
interview under the table in the Guard Room, I asked her opinion of Pte HARE.
She said;

"Bunny, him nice big idiot."

C COMPANY NOTES
The Magnificent 7 Platoon
From the time of arrival up to the 24th April life on the 7 Platoon
front has been fairly peaceful, although life on its back has been limited.
Despite visits to Divis in aid of A Company we have not as yet had the chance
to fire a shot in anger.
The first shooting at us was reported by that ace scout, Peter Hamman,
in the Cullingtree Road.

However, as this turned out to be a child firing a

pop-gun we managed to calm Peter down and immediately sent him home on R & R
leave to recover.
On the 25th April we suffered our first casualties, with Pte Arbon and
Lcpl Lowson being injured whilst guarding a Sapper working party in Distillery.
We are pleased to report that neither of them are seriously ill, and should be
back with us in about a month's time.
We have found, through various episodes with the Sappers that their time
appreciation for a job decreases in direct proportion to the number of bullets
in the air at any given time.

A useful equation to remember?

We have finally been joined by Cpl Mitchell from Bassingboum, and at
last our callsign 31 Alfa is up to strength.

-0 O 0Hello Mike 5

this is Zero.

IVAN IDEA, over,

Hullo Mike 5, this is Zero.

IVAN IDEA, over.

Mike 5 .

What about, over,

(followed by a short pause)

(short deathly hush)

Zero. Ten out of ten for that.
procedure.

None out of ten for knowledge of signals

8 Platoon

8 Platoon was ordered to establish a vehicle check point on the Lower Falls
Road on 21st April at 0100 hours.

In charge of combined operations was Ssgt Carter

After setting up the operation, CSM McDonnel came by and looking down on
Staff Carter, said "Move the VCP, there is too much light".

Hearing this, Staff

Carter looked up and said "I will shoot the b....y lights out then!"

CSM again

looked down, and in his quizzical way said "Are you trying to be b....y funny?"
All this was overheard by Pte Giscombe, who was at the time convulsed with
laughter, but now keeps us all entertained with his own hilarious version of this
confrontation.
-oOoHeard in the Orderly Rooms
Sgt

Grahams "Cpl Giles, wake the Chief Clerk up"

Cpl

Giles: "I didn't know he'd gone to bed"

Sgt

Graham; "He hasn't - just wake him up"
-oOo-

Confucius he says
Eunuch not so strange; just man cut out to be a "bachelor.
Man with girl on hillside not on level.
-oOoDaffynitions
Kissing - sabotage before invasion.
Mistress - something that comes between mister and mattress
Adolescence - period between infancy and adultery
Mother's Day - nine months after Father's Night
Adultery - the wrong people doing the right thing
Endless Belt - Pompadour on R and R Leave

9 Platoon
The greeting of "Three days Man" is extended by 9 Platoon in Mulhouse to
all our readers.

What a change of accommodation after Paderbom, but we have

managed to settle in quite quickly.

We are situated in a very pleasant area

with many old ruins of historic interest (the derelict houses and the people).
It has a class of inhabitant that cannot be found elsewhere, consisting of
fleas, dogs and Irishmen.

The first two are friendly and have become our

constant companions, the last need

a lot of winning over.

As a result of an eventful fortnight it has been decided that 'battle
honours' should be awarded to each of our sections in recognition of their
bravery in action, and determination to carry out a difficult task.

After

the citation the Section Commander of the section concerned has kindly agreed
to say a few short words on the heroic action that led to this unprecedented
award.

C I T A T I O N
Whereas it has come to our notice that on this day acts of extreme
heroism

have been performed in Belfast, we hereby deem that the

sections of our most glorious 9 Platoon shall hereinafter be named
in commemoration of their immortal deeds enumerated herein.
We hereby order that:
No 1 Section shall be known as "Aiming Point Section" for being
fired upon on the one occasion when they were without their Platoon
Commander or Platoon Sergeant.
No 2 Section shall be known as "Bear Section" for their heroic
action in tackling the Belfast Bear.
No 3 Section shall be known as "Ceiling Section" for their
aptitude in approaching from an unexpected direction.
Given by our hand this twenty-tenth day of Octember

Statement by Lcpl Beaumont (IC Aiming Point Suction ):
Sir,
On the day in question a fire occurred in Grosvenor Road to which the
Fire Brigade were summoned.
always

Up until this time Mr Gould or Sgt Stannard had

come out with us but this time they did not.

The fire was almost out

when suddenly a burst of automatic gunfire came from

a weapon pointed round the

corner.

personal safety, tried to

Private Kendal,

with complete disregard for

catch the bullets, one of which passed between two of his fingers, slightly
scratching him.

Any rumours that he was using those two fingers to signal

his disrespect to the gunman are completely irrelevant, even though true.
Statement by Cpl Dowling (IC Bear Section);
Sir,
We were moving very carefully down a road coming back from a patrol when
suddenly we encountered a large bear sat on a swing in the middle of the pavement.

I immediately investigated, and to find out whether it was alive or not

I gave it a gentle tap.

The reaction was immediate - from what looked like a

derelict house a voice shrilled "Keep your filthy murdering English hands off
my Teddy".

I promptly returned several fleas received from the aforesaid

"Teddy" and beat a hasty retreat to the sanctuary of
being:

Mulhouse.

The moral

Don't tamper with the Belfast Bear, it only makes the locals swear!

Statement by Cpl Brocklesby (IC Ceiling Section):
Sir,
We were ordered to search this home.

In the course of the search

Pte Jacques was sent up into the loft to check it out.

On hearing a suspicious

noise Pte Jacques immediately returned to our assistance, bringing with him
half the ceiling.

The sight of him sitting in a pile of dust and plaster

and looking very bemused dispelled any gloomy thoughts anyone may have had,
and due to some excellent training in the scrums of the Rugby XV he
emerged totally unscathed.
(You will be glad to know that the house was later repaired).

-0 O0Overheard in Southampton Magistrates Court:
"This blonde tried to pass off this £1 note."
"Counterfeit?"
"Yes m'lud, she had two."

T h e Sanger 2 Fan Club.

No, y o u can t throw it back, George

See you in the Paradise Club later chaps

Ptes. Royal and Ballard lead the w ay in the Reservation.

W ash

day

blues for L / C p l
" A " Coy.

Johnston,

T h e C. O. show s G en. Gibbs. Com d. I. B.R. Corps, around
Hastings Street.

C pl. "B o o ts " Horobin gives them the brush

off

Hands that do dishes can feel soft as your
face . . . Pte Hammond.

Cpl. Ruff ell and his galloping gourm ets, Blackie and family

Eeny meeny m in y mo. one for you but
none for me. Post N C O . C pl. Smith.

CHARGE REPORT

Army Form B252

made under A .A. 1955 section 76
Unit Address

3 R ANGLIA N , BFPO 801

(Company, etc)
CHARGE AGAINST:
(Number,Rank,
Name, unit or other
description)

24249625 Pte BRAID JJ
C COY
3 R ANGLIAN

STATEMENT AND
NEGLIGENTLY DAMAGING HIS EQPT CONTRARY TO SEC 46 (2 ) AA 1955
PARTICULARS OF
OFFENCE* (these
_______________________________________________________________
should be set out
in accordance w i t h
the specimen charge _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
given in the Manual
of Military Law, 1965)---------------- --------- -------in that he, at

Junction of Spinner Street and Falls Road

______________________ on or (about)_ _ 25 April 1972 negligently damaged his
rifle, issued to him for military purposes by allowing a sniper to fire through
his neck thereby damaging the butt.

OFFENCE REPORTED BY
(Number,rank, name and unit)
OTHER WITNESSES:
(Number, rank, name, unit
or other description)

1.

Q
A

2.

23833799 WOII McDONNELL
3 R ANGLIAN

9 Platoon

Why is this grass in IRELAND so green?
They ’
re all in ENGLAND treading on ours.

All brain surgeons in N IRELAND have been declared redundant.

SUPPORT COMPANY NOTES

As the Company said farewell to its wives, sweethearts, Paderborner Pils ;
:and the comforts of Alanbrooke Barracks on the 12th April, none of us could
.
,

really, picture what Belfast had in store.
>

•

i

>

Warie stories were spun by the advance party reception committee as we

stepped off the aircraft

(these were

mainly about

thediscos; and I

suppose

it. wasn't until we got to Percy, Northumberland and Townsend Streets that we
realized we were in a new world.

The world we would quickly acclimatise

ourselves to.
Many stories will be told in the months to come of our first two weeks
in Belfast, so I won't bore you with the details, but for the record,
not quitetrue that

wespend most of the time

onleave north of

it is

the Peace

Line.
However,
like to

to everyone whom we

saythat, theCompany hasnever

be proud of them.

have left behind inPaderborn,
been in better

heart, and

We send our love and best wishes to you all}

I would!
you can
you are

always in our thoughts.
We all would like to wish Corporal Nicholson a speedy recovery from his
injury.

Hi t s

"Doctor, come quickly.
^I'll B e right over.
"Using a pencil".

My husband has just swallowed a fountain pen".
What are you doing in the meantime?"

-oOo-

If you like it, it's either immoral, illegal or married.
If it ’
s enjoyable it's either immoral, illegal or fattening.
-oOoN a t u r e I S w o n d e r f u l . A million years ago she didn;t know we were going to wear
spectacles - yet look at the way she pieced our ears.

IVAN IDEA by LADDERS
I
s
it true that Our Lord is watching from the t w e l f t h floor down, third
indowfrmthe left of the Divis Tower?...... H as its significance.
W i l l the ice cream van please refrain from playing his tune, during periods
of 'aggro' in Percy Street.
Is it true that ACORN ordered that a sniper be engaged in Divis Tower (which
is some distance away from Percy Street) when he knew that the weapon which
soldier "X" was carrying was a pistol??
"Hullo M5 this is M96A.

My pig has just hit a beer lorry, over".

Was this

intentional??
It is not true that we arrested the crutches on suspicion, of a possible
instigator, who was last seen hobbling in the direction of Whitehall Block.
Who said Support Company had the easier area?!
A report from M53; "Nothing to report - everything normal.”
Presumably he meant, apart from the normal.
Reported to have been said by SUNRAY M 5 :
"HULLO 0 THIS IS M 5 (Blah - blah - Blah - etc, etc).... Oh Dearie Dew, I'm on

It is not true we are going to camouflage our APCs in Paderborn with
WHITE PAINT, JAM and G L U E !
Will the officer who kept the ATLO flight manifests please own up?!

0 - 0- 0 -0 - 0 - 0 - 0 -0

COME TO NORTHERN IRELAND FOR YOUR .HOLIDAY.

A FOUR MONTH TOUR COSTS

NOTHING IF YOUR PASSPORT IS STAMPED "GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL".
Places to See
Throughout the Province you can see small sand-bagged houses;

these

were erected because of the overflow of tourists.
You will also see many men in green suits beautifully splashed with
various colours, and wearing blue berets.

Don't worry, these are the

trendy "IN" colours this year, created by HMAF (Her Majesty's Armed Forces)
of London.
Transport
You will travel in our fleet of Radio Controlled Pigs.

These have

every conceiveable comfort in mind (but alas was forgotten).
Local Sports "
During your holiday you will see the daily stone and bottle throwing
championships.

The contestants assemble in the Divis arena at about 1515

hours and commence their throws.

These contestants are usually youths

(nicknamed 'YOBBOES') who are vigourously egged on and encouraged by their
adult coaches, who ifobserved to be participating in this game, would be
frowned upon by the judges and could result in a penalty "free kick" to be
taken against them by the judges, or alternatively, a very heavy fine.
The judges are usually attired in their trendy green suits and they
decide who should win the prize.

Sometimes there is violent disagreement with

the judges' decision, resulting in high spirited discharging of high
velocity guns.
Yesterday the first prize was won by A. FENIAN.

The prize was a Baton

Round (rubber bullet of very high quality and very sturdily built).

Mr A.

FENIAN promptly left the arena with tears of "joy" streaming down his face.
Some thought it was a ’
raw' deal - a rather sore subject for Mr FENIAN to
talk about at the time, even after repeated efforts to 'lift 1 him out of the
crowd of admiring fans and spectators to interview him on his success(?).
Sometimes the prize is given to the wrong person, but the judges, being
keen sportsmen insist he keeps it.
(Written by an unbiased 'judge')

O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O

Cpl WALDRON

HERMET'S LOVE LIFE
Chapter 1 of his love saga

25798316 Pte SPOKES
3 R ANGLIAN
801

Dear Dora,
The West Ham Pen Pal Club that you wrote to has sent your name
on to me.

I suppose like me you are lonely, and I think the club has done

a good job in sort of joining us together.
Well I am a soldier as you can see, and I am ona special job
at the moment.

I cant tell you much about it, because we are not allowed

to say but you might know some day when we get together (I hope).
I suppose you want to know a bit about me.

I'm 6 ' 2".

Fairly

well built (if I say so my-self), dark brown hair and big dark brown eyes.
My mates sayI look like Patrick Magee when I have my hair done proply.
I bet you are a good looker, can you send me a photo so I can
put iton my locker, or one that will go with my ID card.
Oh by the way I'm 21.

The pen club say you are 22.

I hope you

donft mind me being a bit younger.
I must go now, as I 'm offonpatrl.
Hope you will write to me soon,
Love
Hermet
Editor's Notes

(That’
s my nickname)

This series is fictional and any resemblance to any living

character is purely coincidental.

(The spelling mistakes are not accidental).

0 -0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0

THE SAGA OF CHALK 9
"Chalk 9 will parade at the MCCP at 0755

ready to move.

ETA

Aldergrove 1230 hrs."
Those words were directed at the Bn HQ element of HQ Company plus a few
of Sp Company who made up Chalk 9 for the move to Belfast.
The arrival time of this Chalk was due to coincide with the handover of
command from 1 GLOSTER to the POMPADOURS.
At the given time we boarded the coaches and setoff for Guttersloh.
On arrival the coaches were directed into the car park where we were met by
a Movements rep who gave instructions that we were to remain on the coaches
and not to use the lounge "for security reasons".

(We never did find out

whose security he was talking about).
After a short wait we were told to dismount and form two ranks, take a
count of heads and check that all weapons were clear.
This completed, the order "Left turn, quick march" was given, the
Regimental Band struck up and we proudly marched out across the tarmac to
the waiting Brittania, filed up the steps,took ourseats, fastened

our

seat belts and thought to ourselves, "This is it."
A matter of minutes later the instruction came over the speaker,
"Passengers please disembark.

Due to a fault being found in one of the

wheels there will be a short delay."
Off wo got, fell in and marched away round the back of the buildings and
on to the coaches again.
After a short wait the news was given out that the spare wheel was on
another aircraft at another airfield, but that it was being put on an aircraft
which would be here very shortly and that all being well we would be away
^ before lunch.
It is true to say that the wheel did arrive, and, we would have been
away very shortly afterwards except for one slight snag, the jack for the
aircraft was still on an aircraft which was sitting at Aldergrove.
Lunch was arranged for us in the Airmen's Mess of RAF Guterslosh (a very
good meal too) and then back on the coaches again.
Finally we were told that a miracle had happened, the RAF had managed
to get the aircraft, the spare wheel and the correct jack all in the same
place and at the same time.

The wheel was changed and we started the

embarkation procedure once again;
fingers, we took off.
hours late.

this time, with bated breath and crossed

All went well and we arrived in Aldergrove only six

During this time we had watched, the remaining flights take off and
listened, to some rather rude comments and in our turn had made some caustic
remarks about the organising capabilities of the "organisation" - one of the
most frequent being a reference to holding parties in a brewery (or something
like that).
Incidentally we would like to give our thanks to the Band, for the
impromptuconcert they gave us in the oar park.

Will the Bandmaster please

make a note to include the music for "Those Magnificent Men in their Flying
Machines" and "Bridge Over the River Kwai March" next time.

(They were both

requested as dedications to the 'Boys in Blue*.

-oOo-

O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O

Our congratulations go to:
Cpl Chris McLavin and his wife Phil on the birth of their daughter, Kerry,
on the 11th April 1972.
also to;

'

Pte Bruce MacDonald and his wife, Sandra, on the birth of their son, Neil,
on the 22nd April 1972.

